VT800D
A Voltage tester is by far one of the most important instruments of an electrician
or installer. In the development of the VT800D, all-important arguments of end
users and all-important values have contributed to the realisation of the
instrument. Therefore the VT800D is an instrument with multiple functions for
every electrician, installer or industrial end user.
Automatic ON/OFF
The VT800D can also be switched into resistance mode by pushing the
resistance button. In case no function is activated for 15 sec., the VT800D will
be switched off.
Display
The VT800D is unique by its full LCD display, indicating by bargraph and the
exact values. For locations with less lighting, the LCD display is integrated with a
backlight.
Selectable probe tips
For measuring in diverse circumstances and applications, the VT800D are
equipped with selectable probe tips that can easily be screwed off. This implies
that two sized of tips are available, 2 and 4 mm.
IP65 and dropproof
In order to be able to use the testers in all circumstances and situations, the
housing of the VT800D is waterproof with an IP64 value. In case the instrument
drops, the housing is drop proof unto 1 meter.
AC/DC Voltage
Automatically by starting the Voltage measurement, the AC or DC Voltage will be
indicated by the instrument. The VT800D gives the exact value (6 … 690).
Phase rotation
The phase rotation is very important at three phase installations or appliances.
By using a sophisticated technique, both instruments are able to indicate the
phase rotation by using 2 poles.
Continuity
For inspection of cables, resistors, etc. the instruments are integrated with a
continuity function. In case of a proper continuity, the LED will light up and a
beeper will go off.
Torch
For measuring in situation with poor lighting, the torch can be used for
illumination of the probe tips.
Resistance
The VT800D has an integrated function for measuring resistance up to 2000
Ohm. Pushing the resistance button on the front of the instrument can activate
this function.
Accessories
As an accessory several bags and a holster are available. This holster is
equipped with compartments for storage of screwdrivers, pens or even a phone,
beeper or notebook

